
AN OVERVIEW OF THE 1960S POP CULTURE AND ITS INFLUENCE

What was the major cultural influences of the early. 's? How did popular music change How did popular culture start to
struggle with their new found.

In the West although politicians would have liked to stopped demonstrations and tried against their policies,
due to "freedom of speech" it was not possible Many of the conflicts during the 60's could be considered to be
part of the ongoing cold war between the East and the West Communism -- Capitalism , but due to the
Nuclear Capabilities of both sides nether wanted to start a full scale war as they realized there could be no
winner but both believed their ideology was best, they tried in other ways to influence the politics throughout
the world. In addition to President Kennedy, two other influential Americans were murdered during the
nineteen sixties. Social and political movements[ edit ] Counterculture and social revolution[ edit ] Flower
Power Bus In the second half of the decade, young people began to revolt against the conservative norms of
the time, as well as remove themselves from mainstream liberalism, in particular the high level of materialism
which was so common during the era. Let him step to the music which he hears, however measured or far
away. Richard Nixon wins the United States presidential election. In fact, his only hope was to escape in some
fashion, perhaps into the woods where a person could rediscover the fundamental truths that nature revealed,
or into hallucinogenic drugs that pushed the mind past the limitations drilled into it by education and
upbringing, or into a completely different lifestyle grounded on more humane and authentic values. Early in
the twentieth century, Mexican Americans formed organizations to protect themselves from discrimination.
Instead, they continued leading normal lives of work, family, and home. Egypt's Aswan Dam is completed.
Contemporary work, equated with the emerging legions of white-collar clerks, was described as emasculating
and unfulfilling. His observation that most "men live lives of quiet desperation" would aptly summarize the
conclusions of cultural critics a century later. Socially, the Chicano Movement addressed what it perceived to
be negative ethnic stereotypes of Mexicans in mass media and the American consciousness. In her book, Ms.
The United Kingdom abolishes the death penalty. They found the words especially unpleasant. In , President
Gerald Ford's son Jack caused a public relations storm when he admitted using marijuana. He wrote anti-war
songs before the war in Vietnam became a violent issue in the United States. In other words, while
countercultural purists might lament the degradation of their movement, while their last act of rebellion might
lie in condemning the corruption or commodification of the very culture they created, others would argue that
the '60s are still very much with us. The emergence of the Black Power movement , which lasted roughly from
to , enlarged the aims of the civil rights movement to include racial dignity, economic and political
self-sufficiency , and anti-imperialism. Virtually everyone acknowledges the imperative of respecting and
preserving our natural environment. The movement was also marked by the first widespread, socially accepted
drug use including LSD and marijuana and psychedelic music. For starters, Americans are far more
ecologically conscious than they were 50 years ago. Instead, they merely churned out the technicians and
middle managers needed by the corporate order. Students became a powerful and disruptive force and
university campuses sparked a national debate over the war. When they married in , they pledged neither
perpetual commitment nor absolute fidelity. Within this totally jaded society, the "individual" had little
chance. In March of nineteen sixty-eight, Johnson announced that he would not seek another term in office.
Many Americans refused to tune in and drop out in the nineteen-sixties. It meant to do whatever you wanted,
without feeling guilty. As an alternative, these cultural critics celebrated the craftsman who worked with his
hands, produced something real, and invested his entire beingâ€”his creative intellect, his physical labor, even
his soulâ€”into his work. Men started to wear hair longer and women identified with the hippie look by
wearing skirts and dresses longer often known as Maxies and anything and everything had color including the
body The examples below are from Our new updated Sixties Fashion Section, with examples of Ladies, Mens
and Children's Fashion Clothes and Accessory examples including dresses, hats, shoes and much more take a
little time to browse through them. Box office sales will continue to increase with ticket prices, but the
selection of films is never again so varied. They wanted the same chances as men to get a good education and
a good job. In , the use of contraceptives was illegal, and now, condoms are distributed at school. It was led by
Eleanor Roosevelt. No longer the harbinger of cultural meltdown, the '60s have become a party theme. One
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drug that was used in the nineteen sixties was lysergic acid diethylamide, or LSD. The Beats , much like
Thoreau a century earlier, ignored politics and shunned social activism. Hippies believed there should be more
love and personal freedom in America. They rebelled by letting their hair grow long and by wearing unusual
clothing.


